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Christian organization addressing the
physical, emotional and spiritual
needs of the people in the
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communities of northern Haiti.
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Please consider supporting Haiti
Foundation of Hope by making a
purchase through our Gift Catalog.
You can support teachers, medical
staff, purchase food for those in need,
and more.

To learn more about our Gift Catalog
or make an end-of-year donation, go
to haitifoundationofhope.org.
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Serving with Joy
Haiti is a country in crisis where

things change rapidly and have
gone from bad to worse these past
few months. The
effects of gang
violence, political
upheaval and the
absence of basic
necessities are
realities for those
we serve in the
rural community of
Terre Blanche.
Due to security

concerns in Haiti,
HFH has not been able to send
teams since March 2019. We miss
the opportunity to work alongside
our friends but the work continues
as our partners are serving with
joy.

CLINIC AND
COMMUNITY HEALTH

In addition to providing medical
care to all who come to the Clinic
of Hope, the medical staff is
reaching out to those unable to
come to the clinic. They have
accompanied Community Health
volunteers and made home visits
in hard to reach areas to screen
for hypertension, diabetes and
other medical concerns.

SCHOOLS
The national schools have not

opened due to the safety issues.
However, the Terre Blanche
school is open with a modified
curriculum until all teachers and
students can safely return.
Lunches, which mean so much to
growing children, are served to all
who come and help parents
stretch their food resources.

CHURCH
The Church is active and people

are seeking answers during these
difficult days. Mme. Elius leads
morning prayers that are called a
"spiritual cup of coffee" – what a
joyful way to start the day! Pastor
Delamy leads a weekly Bible study
outside the clinic. He mentors
and models how to serve with joy
as he invites youth to share
verses or something from the
heart.

“Despite
everything,
we are
serving
with joy.”
Pastor
Delamy
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THANK YOU FOR MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Your continued generosity makes life-saving

differences for so many Haitians whom you may never
meet. We thank God and you for this partnership!

This past year, the HFH board has been called upon
to make decisions that affect the continuity of medical
staffing and care during the past few months and we
have seen the Lord provide every time!

In July, the Clinic of Hope was supplied with new
solar batteries to keep the doors open and medical
equipment functioning when there was no diesel fuel
available and the old batteries failed. We rejoice for the
ways we see God providing in miraculous ways in the
midst of these very difficult times.

We are thankful for God’s continued love and grace
poured out on this ministry and for your partnership with
Haiti Foundation of Hope.

“Praise the Lord for supporters of HFH who continue
to bless people in Haiti.” ~ Pastor Delamy

Merry Christmas from all of us at HFH


